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Andrei Oişteanu (b. 1948) is a researcher and lecturer at the Faculty 
of Letters within Bucharest University and president of the Romanian As-
sociation for the History of Religions. Similar to other two volumes written 
by Oişteanu – one dedicated to the image of the Jew in Romanian Culture,1 
and the other to the topic of narcotics in Romanian literature2 – this volume 
is distinguishable through its interdisciplinary approach to the topic as well, 
so that the present volume confirms Oişteanu’s interest in ethnology, cul-
tural anthropology, history of religion and mentalities. 

As the author himself confesses, the book has been written not only 
“as a tribute to sexuality”,3 but also as an attempt to understand “its delicate 
and mysterious workings” (p. 5). For the accomplishment of such a goal, a 
comparative approach has been used, a, “absolutely normal, if not obligato-
ry” method. The result has been a comparative approach both on the vertical 
scale of time - from Antiquity up to the present time - and on the horizontal 
scale of space – from Western Europe to eastern Asia. Again, as the author 
himself confesses, at the same time the research has been a self-shaping one: 
“I have written this book just as it has written me. Maybe thus one can ex-
plain the relative stylistic heterogeneity of the volume, with a greater degree 
of freedom” (p. 6).

The book is structured in 35 chapters which differ in length and ap-
proach style. From a thematic point of view, one can distinguish themati-
cally the research on ius primae noctis or le droit du seigneur (p. 7-15) – that 
is, the right of the lord to go to bed with the brides from his domain on their 
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1  Andrei Oișteanu, Inventig the Jew: Antisemitic Sterotypes in Romanian and Other Cent-
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deserves…”
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